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REVIEW & COMPARISON



Court Operations - Session 1

´ Designed to introduce

´ Provide role definitions

´ Inform about macro trial process

´ Describe the rules of evidence

´ Discuss opening statements & closing arguments

´ Talk about courtroom demeanor

´ Understand something about objections



Court Operations – Session 2

´ Today we observe and listen to attorneys with the 
purpose of finding out HOW to do some of the 
important things we learned about in Session 1

´ Need your full attention

´ Objective is to learn, ask questions and have some fun



Instructional Videos

´ Opening Statements (9:39)

´ Presented by Professor Charles H. Rose III

´ Stetson University, School of Law

´ Seven Steps of Cross Examination (10:01)

´ Presented by Professor Charles H. Rose III

´ Stetson University, School of Law



Courtroom procedures



To Introduce Exhibit

1. Mark for identification. (court clerk)

2. Show opposing counsel.

3. Ask to approach witness.

4. “What is this?”

5. “How do you know?”

6. “Has it been altered since you last saw it?”

7. Move to Offer, File and Introduce exhibit.

8. Publish exhibit to judge (and USE IT).



To Impeach a Witness with
Prior Inconsistent Statement
1. Lock witness into current statement

´ “It’s your testimony that…”

2. Confirm witness’s memory of making prior statement

´ “You made statement on…?”

3. Read the witness prior statement.

´ “Do you remember me asking the question and you 
answering…?”

4. If witness denies, approach with prior statement, 
have witness identify it, and repeat the reading.

5. If witness still denies, introduce the prior statement.



To Refresh Memory of a 
Witness
1. “Would a copy of ____ refresh your memory?”

2. Show opposing counsel copy of statement.

3. Ask to approach witness, hand witness the 
document.

4. “Please review the statement silently to yourself and 
tell me when your memory is refreshed.”

5. “Do you remember, now?”

6. Take back the document, re-ask question.



Pre-trial procedure



Frivolous Lawsuits

´ We’ve all heard how frivolous lawsuits have become 
the bread and butter of slimy attorneys.

´ What is a frivolous lawsuit?

´ The practice of starting or carrying on lawsuits that, 
due to their lack of legal merit, have little or no 
chance of being won.



Frivolous Lawsuit Examples

´ Frivolous lawsuits… 

´ May be based on absurd legal theories, 

´ May involve a superabundance or repetition of 
motions or additional suits

´ May be uncivil or harassing to the court

´ May lack an underlying justification in fact

´ May occur because existing laws prohibit such a 
claim



EBS & Frivolous Lawsuits

´ If you or your client believes they are the victim of a 
frivolous lawsuit

´ Request a SHOW-CAUSE HEARING in Superior Court

´ The plaintiff MUST show proof…

´ Legal argument for the lawsuit; or

´ Factual basis for the lawsuit

´ Bench decides merits of the case

´ Proceed to trial or

´Dismiss the lawsuit with prejudice



Dirty tricks



Dirty Tricks

´ Mispronounce or misstate ones name

´ Instigating an argument with witness

´ Misstate previous testimony

´ Asking “Why did you leave that out?”

´ Causing witness to focus on attorney, not judge

´ Getting the witness to do two things at once

´ Question the witnesses professional training and 
experience



Dirty Tricks

´ Attack credibility as a witness through an error

´ Place the witness in a position to

´ Refuse to directly answer a question

´ Give evasive answers
´ Pose his own question

´ Get the witness to speculate or testify to things he 
didn’t see



Dirty Tricks

´ Get the witness to “fill in the gaps” by volunteering 
information

´ Inducing the witness to guess the answer to technical 
questions

´ Make a statement during cross-examination that is not 
a question to see if the witness will answer

´ Use words like “generally”, “slightly”, “frequent” and 
“often” to change meanings



Dirty Tricks

´ Use words that the witness does not understand in an 
effort to confuse or embarrass

´ Treat the witness so nicely that he will agree on the 
next question

´ Talk with the witness during breaks so the attorney 
won’t be seen as an adversary

´ Pretend to be reading from an unknown document, 
then ask, “Is it not true that…”



CONTINUING EDUCATION



Post-Graduate Training

´ Prior to this court session, ALL court officers will receive 
additional instruction in the mechanics of the court.

´ Watch videos of Washington Supreme Court 
proceedings

´ Learn how to do the following:

´ File Summons & Complaints

´ Respond to Complaints

´ Serve Summons/Complaints

´ Answer Civil Complaints

´ Complete Court Dockets

´ Request Subpoenas 

´ Prepare Notices of Appeal



Your questions, our 
answers


